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Facing Suffering
Introduction
At the beginning of his letter, Peter reminded his readers that trials come
our way in order to prove the genuine nature of our faith. Trials are thus to
be seen as part of the refining process that God employs in the lives of His
people (1 Peter 1vs6-7). As he concludes his letter, Peter returns again to
the subject of ‘fiery trials.’ In particular he addresses the twin problems of
confusion and shame, reminding his readers that they should not be
surprised by the trials they face nor ashamed of the name of Jesus even if
naming that name brings persecution. What is required when we face
trials is learn to see our situation from God’s point of view and as part of
His loving discipline in our lives. We should thus continue to trust God and
to do good.
At the end of this study you should be able to answer the following key
question from the text.
 How should believers respond to the daily trials which they face?
Read 1Peter 4vs12-19

Observe:
1. The recognition that trials are indeed painful and difficult to bear
2. The fact that we often feel confused by the struggles that come
across our path
3. The call for joy in the midst of sufferings
4. Trials as a mark of the Spirit’s presence
5. The importance of self-examination in the face of trials
6. The place of trials as part of God’s judgement (i.e. loving discipline)
of believers
7. The call for faith and good deeds even in the midst of trials

?Think:
1. What response does the experience of trials often produce in us?
Why is this so? (1 Peter 4vs12)

2. What perspective on our trials enables us to rejoice despite the trials
we face? (1 Peter 4vs13-14)

3. The description is 1 Peter 4vs15 is strange for one could hardly
assume that Peter’s readers would want to be murderers or thieves
or criminals. What do you think Peter’s point is in this statement?
What is meant by a ‘meddler’?

4. How do trials act as discipline in the lives of believers?

5. What two things should we continue to do when we face trials?

! Understand / Apply
1. What answer can you give to our key question?

